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STATE J)F EMERGENCY DECLARED IN
WASHINGTON AFTER MEASLES OUTBREAK-
After a recent outbreak of measles in Clark
County, Washington state, Governor Jay Inslee
has declared a state of emergency for the state
of Washington. The outbreak originated from a
man who was hospitalized in Clark county. He
is reported to have come into contact with the
virus after a trip to Vancouver. The Washington
Emergency Operations Center is coordinating
with the Department of Health to ensure that the
measles outbreak does not spread and to reduce
the long-term impacts of the outbreak. The
outbreakhas officials especially worried that itwill
reach areas with low vaccination rates. The Center
for Disease Control and Prevention recommends
that anyone who thinks they might have come in
contact with the disease seek a doctor.
TRUMP CONFIDANT TO BE TRIED IN MUELLER
INVESTIGATION — President Donald Trump’s
confidant, Roger Stone, was arrested on Jan.
25 under allegations of obstruction of justice
and making false statements, with regard to the
ongoing Russian collusion investigation. This
is the first American to be tried in the Mueller
investigation regarding the theft and release of
emails that disparaged Democratic candidates,
including Hillary Clinton. The indictment alleges
that Stone was crucial in connecting the campaign
with members of Wikileaks and Russian
Intelligence, who had damaging materials against
the Clinton campaign. Stones lawyers maintain
that the charges are not about collusion, but rather




HALTED - After 35 days of the longest partial
government shutdown in American history,
President Trump temporarily ended the closure
thisweek with abill that would provide funding for
the government through Feb 15. The provisional
bill does not contain specific requirements for
the funding of the border wall, which was a
main platform of the Trump campaign, used
as the basis for the shutdown. It does include
funding for increased border security, but since
Democrats refused to continue negotiations until
the government was reopened, explicit funding
for the border wall has not been included in
the budget. The shutdown left 800,000 federal
employees without payment for two pay periods
and inhibited the ability of several key agencies
including the Federal Aviation Administration,
which reported an increase in flight delays and
cancellations due to the shutdown.
NAME CHANGE OF MACEDONIA SPARKS RIOTS
- An agreement was met this week to approve
the name of the Republic of North Macedonia.
Greece has rejected the name of Macedonia
since it gained independence in the 1990s on the
grounds that Macedon was already a region of
Greece. The country now known as the Republic
of North Macedon was previously called the
Republic of Macedonia or the Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia. The new name is still
widely unpopular amongmany Greekpeople with
riots in several major cities, particularly in
Thessaloniki, the capital of the Greek state of
Macedonia. The new name of the country will
become official as soon as the committee members
report to the UN. With this new name, North
Macedonia will be able to join the E.U. and NATO,
organizations which it has been petitioning to join
since its creation.
VENEZUELAN UPRISING CAUSES GLOBAL
DEBATE — In the wake of anti-government
protests and widespread poverty around
Venezuela, Juan Guiardo has declared himself
acting president of the country. President Nicolas
Maduro was re-elected to another six-year term
in what was considered a rigged election last year.
Tensionshave been rising in the country since the
massive collapse of the economy and Maduro’s
unpopular actions in limiting the powers of the
legislative branch of the government. After the
most recent round of anti-government protests
that happened this week, and the emergence of
Guiardo as a leader of the opposition, the E.U.
and U.S. have recognized Guiardo’s leadership of
the country. Maduro gave diplomats of countries
supporting Guiardo 72 hours to leave.
FIVE DEAD IN FLORIDA SHOOTING — In Florida
on Jan. 23 a lone gunman killed five people in a
bank before he was arrested by the SWAT team.
The shooter, Zephan Xavier, had been sent to a
behavioral health center inhigh school after telling
a counselor he had dreams of doing a shooting.
After high school, he went through military basic
training before dropping out and training as a
guard at Avon Park Correctional Facility. The
victims of the shooting have been identified and
vigils were held across the country to mourn the
killings. Florida Governor DeSantis is calling for
swift justice and continued reforms on firearm
possession in Florida.
The editor can be reached at
news@su-spectator.com.
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NEWLY PROPOSED TITLE IX CHANGES REMOVE PROTECTIONS
Ashley Nelson
Volunteer Writer
The Department of Education (DOE)
submitted a proposal to change policy
under Title IX called “Revised Sexual
Harassment Guidance: Harassment
of Students by School Employees,
Other Students, or Third Parties.”
This proposal is not yet law, and it
is accepting questions and criticism
until Jan. 30. If the proposal is passed
as is, drastic changes will occur in
the way universities across the nation
handle sexual harassment cases.
While the current DOE-issued
guidelines function as a model for
schools as they make their own sexual
harassmentpolicies, this new proposal
will be law. If schools do not follow
the rules enlisted in Title IX, they are
liable to lose their federal funding.
The proposal contains many new
rules that the Seatde University
community and general public find
concerning, and it has the potential
to dramatically affect the way sexual
harassment cases are resolved
at schools.
One significant change is the
definition of sexual harassment.
The definition may become less
broad, meaning that fewer cases
will fall under the umbrella term of
sexual harassment.
Cross examinations and live
hearings are the proposals stirring up
the most concern. Seattle U Title IX
Coordinator Andrea Katahira showed
concern with this proposed change in
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an email statement.
“One concerning provision of
the proposed rule is that it would
require universities to resolve sexual
misconduct complaints through ‘live
hearings’ that, among other things,
include direct cross-examination of
each party by the others advisor,”
Katahira said. “Among other
concerning aspects of this provision,
the prescribed process is very likely
to have a chilling effect on students
bringing forward complaints.”
Some new proposed rules that
would affect the trials are a new
standard for the quality of evidence,
and the removal of the promptness
requirement. Currently, evidence
is required to be “more likely than
not true.” With the new proposal,
evidence is required to be “clear
and convincing.”
During the discussion hosted
by Student Government of Seattle
University (SGSU), “Know Your
Rights: Proposed Changes to Title IX,”
Kate Hannick, SGSU’s Chair of Civic
Engagement, mentioned that evidence
for a sexual harassment case is hard to
come by—it often comes in the form of
screenshots, which may not fall under
“clear and convincing” evidence. The
promptness requirement encourages
universities to investigate the case
within 60 days, and states that the
university will, “be held accountable
for failing to take prompt, effective,
and equitable action.”
Benjamin Carlson, a first-
year pre-major who attended the
discussion addressing the Title IX
changes, had some critical thoughts
about the removal of the 60-day
investigation period.
“The removal of the 60-day
investigation requirement can allow
universities to be unconcerned with
investigationsbecause there will be no
consequence for lack of investigation,
potentially leading to justice never
being served,” Carlson said.
The proposal also limits the
university’s responsibility for cases
that do not occur on campus. Andrea
Katahira, Seattle University’s Title IX
coordinator, also expressed concern
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for this proposed change.
“The proposed rule states that
for sexual misconduct complaints
regarding incidents that occurred
outside of the university’s program or
activity, the institution ‘must dismiss
the formal complaint with regard
to that conduct,”’ Katahira said. “It’s
possible the rule gives sortie leeway for
universities to still address these types
of cases.”
Nonetheless, Katahira found
this concerning firstly because
it does not require colleges to
investigate off-campus incidents,
and secondly because it complicates
the investigation process for schools
like Seattle U who will continue to
investigate off-campus assault.
Though these proposals are not yet
law, they very well could be in the
future. These laws would drastically
change how universities are legally
allowed to handle sexual harassment.
They could further affect the likeliness
that cases are reported and the justness
of the outcomes of the cases that
are reported.
Although Seattle U may be required
to change some of its policies
surrounding sexual assault, Katahira
said the school will always maintain
its stated goal of thorough response to
sexual misconduct.
The editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR SHARES EXPERIENCES FOR DAY OF REMEMBERANCE
Rania Kaur
Staff Writer
With a rising prevalence of anti-
Semitism, the revival of white
nationalist movements, and a
government that hesitates to
condemn neo-Nazi rallies, Holocaust
Remembrance Day plays a significant
6 NEWS
role in holding the tragic mass murder
in conscious memory.
To honor the victims of this tragedy,
Seattle University Campus Ministry,
theJewishStudent Union, andInstitute
for Catholic Thought and Culture co-
sponsored an InternationalHolocaust
and Genocide Remembrance Day
on Jan. 24. Seattle U invited survivor
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Henry Haas of the Holocaust Center
for Humanity to share his story. Haas
is the father of Seattle Us Associate
Vice President for Development, Kim
Isaac Brooks.
Henry sharedhis childhood survival
story with his wife Kate Haas. Kate
documented the missing links of the
story that Henry did not know, thanks
to the oral history recorded by Henry’s
mother in the late 90s and years of
documentation. Now, Kate and Henry
know all the details of how their
family escaped.
Henry was just an infant when his
paternal grandparents and parents
planned their escape away from the
coming Holocaust, though, the story
of their survival began years prior
to Hitler’s election. Knowing that
something awful was about to occur
due to conversations happening
around him, Henry’s father gained
Czechoslovakian citizenship in
1933, the same year that Hitler came
into power.
Five years later, Henry was born in
Berlin, Germany. After immigrating
from country to country, Henry’s
family made it to Shanghai, China—
according to Henry, this was the only
place in the entire world at the time
that did not require a visa.
Henry was one of 17,000 Jewish
people that escaped to Shanghai
during the Holocaust. They lived
in the Shanghai Ghetto during the
Japanese Occupation, and in 1947,
Henry’s family left for San Francisco.
His family eventually settled in
Tacoma, Washington in 1955, where
Henryand Kate live still.
Today Henry is a lawyer, and
recievedhis degree fromtheUniversity
of Puget Sound. In 2015, Henry and
his family went back to the locations
of their apartments in Berlin, invited
by the German government, officially
recognizing the Holocaust and
its tragedy.
The Holocaust took 55 of Henry’s
direct family members’ lives. An
estimated 17 million people were
murdered during the Holocaust,
including Romas, Slavs, people with
disabilities, and an estimated 6 million
Jews. Henry and Kate found out what
happened to their family members
that his family through extensive
recordskept by the Nazis.
After Henry and Kate told their
story, the room was silent and full of
hearts heavy for those that lost their
lives. Campus Ministry brought a
series of reflective questions that each
table had the opportunity to discuss.
“I think it’s important to remember
that we need to treat the Holocaust
as less like a past thing that’s just
done but something that we need to
keep remembering,” said First-year
Sociology and Creative Writing Major
Keira Cruickshank as she reflected on
the first question.
Zoe Rogan is a first-year creative
writing major and was glad she was
able to attend the event.
“I feel really lucky to hear a
Holocaust survivor speak since, as the
Holocaust does get further away in
history, there’s fewerand fewer people
who are alive to talk about it,” Rogan
said. “It’s scary that as we’re getting
further and further away, we have
more people denying it ever happened
and fewer people that were there and
can say it did happen. I feel verylucky
to hear a Holocaust survivor speak
and tell their story.”
David Stephen is the newly
appointed InterimDirector ofHousing
and Residence Life. He attended and
listened to Haas’ story on Thursday.
“My wife has, you know, a personal
history around this, and she’s not
here,” Stephen said. “I wanted to honor
her...This is day 15 for me at Seattle
U, and it’s a way for me to become
enculturated into this university. I
attended the MLK event earlier this
week, and it was wonderful. Seattle U
does this right.”
Rania may be reached at
rkaur@su-spectator.com
LOCAL NON PROFIT EMPOWERS ATTORNEYS TO AID IMMIGRANTS
AlecDowning and Sophia Wells
Sports and Opinion Editor & News
Editor
To address the rising demand for
more immigration lawyers, a result
of increasing deportations and
detentions under President Donald J.
Trump’s administration, Washington
Immigration Defense Network
(WIDEN) hosted a workshop on the
Seattle University campus Jan 29.
With an ever-increasing number
of detainee cases and not enough
immigration lawyers to take every
case, WIDEN is seeking to train
non-immigration attorneys on
immigration law so that they may
assist in these cases. The attendees of
the workshop were attorneys whose
specialization lied elsewhere, but who
wanted to get involved in directly
helping immigrants.
“It’s always been that there were not
enough immigration removal defense
lawyers, but it has risen to crisis level,”
TahminaWatson Founder & President
of WIDEN said. “And so there is a
need to come up with new effective
ways to provide legal representation
in the immigration courtroom.”
The workshop featured an
introduction to basic immigration
law and focused on removal cases—-
cases in which Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) is
seeking to remove an immigrant from
the country.
Founded two years ago, WIDEN
provides funding and support
to lawyers representing detained
individuals. While they do work
with immigration lawyers specifically
focused on immigration, they also
seekto train non-immigration lawyers
on immigration law.
Immigrants in the U.S. are not
guaranteed the right to counsel in
their immigration proceedings, a fact
which Watson wants to change.
“Why isn’t there a right to counsel?”
she said. “Toddlers who can barely
say their names are facing court
without a lawyer, immigrants fleeing
persecution are being charged with
crimes instead of being processed
for asylum and at every step this
administration is chipping away at the
rule of law. If billions of dollars can be
spent on unnecessary detention, then
I call on Congress to create a national
immigration legal defense fund to
protect due process rights.”
Washington State Attorney General
Bob Ferguson, who has sued the
Federal Government 33 times since
Trump’s inauguration—most notably
suing against the administration’s
travel ban—emphasized the
importance of legal representation in
removal cases.
“The law is a powerful tool.
Everyone’s accountable to the law, the
presidents, I am, you are, everybody
is,” he said. “And the court room’s a
great level playing field.. ..the key way
in which it’s not, is it’s a great level
playing field if, importantly, you have
an advocate there by your side. You’ve
got to have an advocate. Otherwise, it
loses that power.”
At the event, local immigration
lawyers Melissa Campos-Castenada
and Minda A. Thorward led a
“Removal Defense 101” session,
where they provided an overview
of the groundwork of immigration
Washington Immigrant Defense Network
and removal law, proper screening
protocol for clients, and the options
their clients may have when faced
with a removal case.
Amanda Masasi is a civil rights
attorney with the Coalition on
American-Islamic Relations (CAIR)
Washington chapter, and she said that
she has seen clients within her own
organization struggle in recent years
due to the administration’s changes to
immigration law. She hopes that with
this new training she will be better
equipped to aid her clients who find
themselves in removal cases.
“Luckily, there’s a lot oforganizations
that do that type ofworkand we’re able
to refer them out, but again they’re
overburdened with a huge- caseload of
their own, so it would be great if we
were able to do it ourselves,” she said.
Watson also noted that there are
opportunities within WIDEN and
elsewhere for non-attorneysto support
immigrants facing trials, whether it be
acting as a sponsor for an immigrant
or donating money or airline miles for
immigrants and attorneys to use for
their cases.
Masasi said that a common
problem she sees within CAIR is a
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general state of confusion among
her clients, as immigration laws are
constantly changing.
“The lawyers can’t even keep up
let alone the citizens so it’s a really
difficult time for them to keep up and
understand what the policies are,”
Masasi said.
Additionally, often times
immigration clients are not even
aware that they have a removal order
against them, which can get them into
even more legal troubleand jeopardize
their future immigration status.
Watson said that this is where
institutions like Seattle U have
a responsibility to protect
their community.
“All universities need to be vigilant
about what these changes mean for
their students,” Watson said. “Making
sure that they’re on top of all the
policies that are coming down but also
speaking with their own internal legal
team about what these changes mean
for their students and their faculty.”
Alec and Sophia may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com and
sports@su-spectator.com
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DISCUSSING HOW TO AVOID UNNECESSARY POLICE INVOLVEMENT
Logan Gilbert
Volunteer Writer
A big banner flew over the entryway
of the Student Center this week with a
bold statement “Don’t Call the Police.”
The idea of calling the police as an
immediate response is rooted in an
understanding of police as protectors,
but a group of students sought to
disrupt this idea at an event about
alternatives to calling the police.
As activists continue to draw
attention to police brutality and the
harm policing brings to minoritized
communities, sociology and criminal
justice academics explore alternatives
to this structure that seems on
the surface to be so inherent to a
functioning society.
Jesse Goncalves, a fourth-year
applied math major, was a part of the
team that put together the event. He
said the event was important so that
people could remain cognizant of the
struggles people face with the police.
“I grew up in a very middle-class
neighborhood and I’m white, and
I think as a result of those identities
and the context that I grew up in I
had a very positive relationship with
the police,” Goncalves said. “So, I had
to come to understand that the police
don’t fill that role for everybody.”
Part of understanding this is
learning about the history of the
institution of the police force and how
their background as strikebreakers
and slave-catchers affects how they
operate today. This history can lead
to them disproportionately affecting
groups that have been seen as threats
to those in power.
“I think there are so many remnants
of the roles that the police first
filled when they were first created...
in terms of urban communities
protecting corporate and middle-class
property and in rural communities
being basically slave catchers,”
Goncalves said.
The process of educating people
about how getting the police involved
can be detrimental to people who
might be unfairly targeted by law
enforcement. Those with positive
8 NEWS
understandings of the police may
not fully understand how their
simple act of calling the police can
have devastating effects on others’
lives, especially when personal
misinformation- and implicit biases
cause them to unfairly suspect various
people. This is one ofthe main reasons
Molly Mattingly, a fourth-year public
affairs and sociology major, wanted to
get involved in the project.
“I wanted to give others the
opportunity they may not get in the
classroom to learn about how our
internalized biases impact how we
move about theworld and how actions
we may take as privileged people
can mean life or death for others,”
Mattingly said.
While fighting against years of
societal racism isn’t an easy task, the
goal of this event was to show people
that they had other options than
calling the police. Proposed solutions
included holding de-escalation,
conflict-resolution, first-aid, and self-
defense workshops, so that people in
your community can become more
independent of the police. Another
strategy was that people shouldn’t
assume that possibly suspicious
figures are doing something illegal
justbecause their actions seem odd, as
they might be suffering from a mental
health condition.
A big theme of the event was
utilizing resources apart from the
police, likekeeping a list ofcommunity
resources, such as suicide hotlines, so
that members of the community can
solve problemsbefore trying to get the
police involved.
Danni Jo Bechtold, a third-year
social work major, talked about
how the group that planned this
event came together to provide
different viewpoints on the issue to
generate discussion.
“Our relationships to each other
unified the group,” Bechtold said. “We
all had really solid friendships and
took care of each other because we
know we’re interested in this type of
work for the long haul.”
There will be a follow-up event on
Feb. 21, where the organizers hope
to continue this conversation. It will
be focus on how the criminal justice
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system works, andhow we can use that
understanding to create communities
that are more supportive, so that
the police do not have to be called.
Bechtold said that the next event
would focus on actionable solutions
that people can focus on instead of
calling the police.
“In February, folks can look
forward to building with each other
alternatives to policing that don’t
exist yet,” Bechtold said. “We’re going
to be talking about what healthy
communities who take care of each
other would look like and what
tangible steps can be done for us to
start living in a world without state-
sanctioned violence.”
The editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
INTERNATIONAL DINNER MAKES SPACE FOR CULTURAL EXPRESSION
Tiffany Rassavong, a student worker at the International Student Center, helps
wait tables at the beginning of the annual InternationalDinner.
The start of the Chua Co Lam Dance Team's lion dance in celebration of the start
ofLunar new year.
Ke Wangplays a classical song on a traditional Chinese Harp called a Guzheng.
Students, alumni, andfamilies line upforfood at the annual InternationalDinner.
The Chua Co Lam Dance Team danced in a cultural showcase right after dinner
was served on Saturday.
Elias Chanteloup, head of Hidaka Taiko, finishes his solo at the end ofan intense
multi stage song.
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Stork said that he has been put
in a difficult position as an adjunct
professor. Recently, he was approached
by a student asking him to be the
faculty advisor for their independent
study. As a part-time non-tenure track
faculty member, Stork only gets paid
per course taught, therefore Seattle
U would not pay him for helping
this student.
Stork went to Human Resources,
because he was unsure of who to
approach for this grievance, and he
asked them if this was within his
contract. He said that HR told him
that advising an independent study
would not be covered by his contract,
meaning that he would need an
lawsuit Allegations Resound
Among Adjunct Community
choose between their desire to mentor
students with their academic passions
and theirbottom-line financial needs.
Julie Harms Cannon, an instructor
of sociology, believes that within this
labor conflict lies a greater conflict
between Seattle U and the ideals
it espouses.
As a Catholic university, professors
and administration members aim
to impart onto their students Jesuit
ideals: a thirst for justice, a drive for
social change, and an empowerment of
leaders. However, for many adjuncts,
including Harms Cannon, the Jesuit
mission never empowered faculty.
“If you take that mission and look
at it, it’s awesome. But it’s really
disheartening to go to work at a place
that doesn’t honor that mission with
you. Like you have to walk into work
and set that aside,” Harms Cannon
said. “I know they don’t care about me
when it comes to the mission, but it
still applies to your own students.”
Stork echoes these feelings about
the Jesuitmission.
“It feels more like a brand than
it does a mission, more and more,”
he said.
However, a group of non-tenure
track faculty members are working
with the Provost’s Officeto craft formal
policies to address the concerns of
contingent faculty. The Non-Tenure
TrackSteering Committee was formed
in 2018 and boasts nine members that
represent all four colleges at Seattle U.
The committee has already
implemented two new policies to
help address the costs of teaching in
Seattle. One is that part-time non-
tenure track employeeswill receive 50
percent off parking, or a 50 percent
reduction in, the price of an ORCA
card. Additionally, the committee has
worked to create a new non-tenure
track faculty fund in the Provost’s
Office. The funds can be used for a
variety of educational tasks, such as
traveling to research conferences or
buying books or software to aid in
creating a course.
Senior Instructor of Performing
Arts and Arts Leadership Dominic
CodyKramers sits on this committee.
He said that the committee plans to
address larger issues in the future, such
as raising the salary floor, asking for
Anna Kaplan
Investigative Editor
their reasoning. In a video statement
sent to the university community in
2016, Sundborgargued that the federal
government’s interference in the
affairs of aprivate Jesuit universitywas
unconstitutional because it infringes
on the Seattle U’s ability to live out its
religious mission. He said that Seattle
U planned to fight the NLRB until the
case reached the Supreme Court.
From there, the adjuncts continued
to pursue the lawsuit with the Service
Employees International Union
(SEIU) until SEIU dropped it in
Jan. 2018. Since then, the fight for
unionization has fizzled out, with most
contingent faculty feeling exhausted
and worn out by the lack of progress
and the university’s aggressively non-
compromising stance.
Four weeks ago, a former adjunct
faculty member filed a class action
lawsuit against Seattle University
claiming the school withheld wages
from non-tenure track faculty. The
lawsuit alleges that adjunct faculty—-
who are only paid for each class they
teach, known as a piece-rate basis—
adjunct faculty members who taught
at Seattle U from 2016 to 2018.
Seattle U has submitted a change of
lawyer notice on Jan. 22, writing that a
separate law firm, Perkins Coie, LLC,
is going to defend this case on behalf
of the university. The lead lawyer,
James Sanders, has been the first-chair
defense lawyer for several employment
lawsuits, including discrimination
lawsuits against Boeing and REI.
Though the lawsuit was filed on Jan.
2, Seattle U has only released a one-
sentence statement to The Spectator,
and the university has yet to address
the community as a whole. University
President Father Stephen V. Sundborg
S.J., Vice President and University
Counsel Mary Petersen, and former
Provost Bob Dullea all declined to
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A sign in Ben Storks office, who has been involved with adjunctfaculty affairs.
M The aggressive
money grab is !
one face, and the
other is the stoic,
Desuit face that is
humanitarian. W
more transparency around contract
renewals, and looking into a formal
means ofpromotion with raises, titles,
and multi-year contracts, which will
make the process more similar to that
of tenured positions.
While CodyKramers is proud of the
accomplishments that the committee
has completed so far, he said that
there is still more to do to address
all of the issues surrounding adjunct
professors, so he wants to keep the
concerns raised from the unionization
lawsuit at the forefront of the
committees agenda.
“We don’t have the bargaining power
that aunion would have had obviously,
but we have the Provosts ear and he
has been verywilling to hear us and he
understands the institutional issues,”
CodyKramers said. “We’re hopeful
things will improve.”
Students, along with contingent
faculty members themselves, have
played a large role in organizing on
behalf of the contingent faculty in the
past. In 2016, a student club called
Reignite the Mission organized the
“Deathofthe Mission” demonstration,
where a group of students and faculty
marched through campus claiming
that the university’s legal action to
prevent adjunct professors from
unionizing symbolized the death of
the university’s mission.
Wendall Tseng, senior political
science and Chinese major, has
been involved with Reignite the
Mission since her first year at Seattle
U. Tseng said that students need to
create a better institutional memory
by becoming involved with campus
affairs, and becoming involved early
in their college careers.
“There needs to be more people
engaged in campus activism because
it’s about all of us,” Tseng said. “The
universe isn’t going to change their
minds, it’s going to have to be forced.”
Tseng spoke highly of Georgetown
University’s unionization efforts,
where the administration allowed
the faculty to unionize after the
contingent professors conveyed their
distress with working conditions
and wages. Georgetown is a fellow
Jesuit university, and Earenfight
wonders why Seattle U doesn’t follow
this precedent.
“Georgetown really set a good
example,” Earenfight said. “My mantra
throughout all of this is why can’t we
be like Georgetown? What is wrong
here? And that falls on completely
deaf ears.”
were not paid for work outside of the
classroom, such as grading work or
developing course materials.
Additionally, the lawsuit claims
that the university should have been
paying contingent faculty members
who teach for more than four hours
at one time for a 15-minute break.
The lawsuit claims to affect about 200
Theresa Earenfight, professor of
history and director of women and
gender studies at Seattle U, believes the
university is dragging out this conflict
as a deliberate move to weaken the
adjuncts’ momentum.
“They are handling it like they
really want it to go away, and there
are tactics involve foot dragging and
stalling and not talking and that is
very distressing to me,” Earenfight
said. “We technically call ourselves a
social justice institution—Dorothy
Day was a Catholic social worker.Why
is it that everyone in the university
administration is really concerned
about social justice everywhere but
on their on campus? That hypocrisy
really bothers me.”
Earenfight said that many of the
allegations referred to in the class
action lawsuit have been echoing
throughout campus for years, and
added that she has been involved with
adjunct faculty organizing at Seattle U
for almost 10 years now.
comment about the lawsuit and
adjunct professors at Seattle U for
this article.
Dante Meola, senior sociology
major, said that the university’s silence
is two-faced between their expensive
legal actions againstadjunct professors
and the values the universitypromotes
as ' a Jesuit institution, such as
social justice.
“The aggressive money grab is one
face, and the other is the stoic, Jesuit
face that is humanitarian,” Meola said.
The Seattle U mission “is dedicated
to educating the whole person,
to professional formation, and to
empowering leaders for a just and
humane world.” Adjunct professors
feel the mission isn’t adequately
reflecting how the university is
handling these issues.
Ben Stork, instructor offilm studies,
said that the university’s silence is
telling in itself.
“It’s important that this refusal to
speak on what should—based on the
rhetoric of the university—be things
that the university is strong about
speaking on,” Stork said. “These are
questions of justice, of social justice,
of what the moral thing to do is. You
would think that this institution would
be able to make statements about what
the moral thing is.”
Seattle U has had a
. history of
litigation surrounding adjunct faculty.
The adjunct faculty had previously
voted to unionize in 2014, but Seattle
U refused to work with the union,
appealing their vote to the National
Labor Relations Board (NLRB).
Eventually, the NLRB ruled that Seattle
U was legally required to bargain with
the new adjunct faculty union.
That having been decided, Seattle U
still did not engage with the adjuncts’
union, citing religious freedom as
additional contract to complete the
independent study with the student.
Stork said that another contract
was never drafted, which meant he
couldn’t help the student.
“If you do feel like you are being
asked to do more than you’re
compensated for, there’s really no
pathway to make a protected claim on
that,” Stork said. “There is no official
person you can go to and say, ‘I think
I’m being overworked, what are the
standards here? What should I expect
to do?’ Then again, it kicks right back
into that you’re saying no to students,
which is hard.”
In situations such as these, Stork and
other faculty are essentially forced to
Anna may be reached at
akaplan@su-spectator.com
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Many small offices in the Riannas are shared with a number of people.
FEATURES
TSCHABALALA SELF: TELLING A TALE THROUGH THE BODY
Nicole Golba
Volunteer Writer
Three entirely new, free exhibits have
opened just three blocks from Seattle
University’s campusat the famousFrye
Art Museum. The new exhibits, which
opened Jan. 26th of January and runs
through Apr. 28, illustrates unique
depictions of a wide assortment of
contemporary content.
One of these is titled Tschabalala
Self, a self-titled exhibit named
after the artist. Her name a tongue-
twister to say the least, but she offers
a notable exhibition nonetheless. As I
walked into the Frye Museum for the
second time since moving to Seattle,
I was surprised by the sheer number
of families, curious individuals, and
oldercouples that loitered around the
entrance. The price ofthe museum, or
lack thereof, seemed to throw some
visitors off—it’s not everyday you
can explore a museum in Seattle free
of charge.
As I continued through the
museum, I was immediately taken
aback by the vibrant yellow walls
that signaled my arrival at the first
of three new exhibits. The words
“Tschabalala Self” written boldly in
black caught my attention and to the
right stood a single, rectangular piece
of contemporary art.
As I looked for more background
information to give me some
perspective, I could not help but take
another glance at the wall; the use of
springtime hues ranging from pink,
orange, red, and the occasional blue
truly made the piece come alive. The
next thing I noticed would have to
be the fabrics used. Normally, when
art comes to mind I envision pen on
paper. However, Self’s work brings
together much more than the simple
duo. Through painting, drawing,
sculpture, and video, characters are
not just established but come alive
before viewers’ eyes.
But how did Self come to create
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Tschabalala Selfabstracts thefeminineform in order to bring a new persepctive to its contemporary meaning.
such unique works and why? Upon
further inspection and after asking a
few museum docents for insight not
provided by the pamphlet, I learned
that Self lives and works in New York
City and New Haven, Connecticut.
After receiving her BA from Bard
College in 2012 and her MFA from the
Yale School of Art in 2015, Self began
to create the works she so frequently
envisioned. In this particular piece,
exaggerated physical autonomy and
unexpected positions portray acts of
defiance through ordinary pleasures.
As such, the individuals created
by Self are seen leaping, dancing,
touching themselves, coupling, and
contorting their bodies according
to their own desires. The specific
physicality of the characters further
reflects her contemporary cultural
attitude on both race and gender.
By creating unique, somewhat
unruly individuals, Self declares both
agency and respect for one’s own
autonomy. And walking through the
exhibit, I could see others as well as
myself showing a deeper appreciation
and respect for statements like Self’s.
Wandering further into thedepths of
Frye Art Museum meant discovering
more of Self’s impressive pieces.
From leopard print felt to slideshows
depicting bodies rapidly changing
from one position to the next as fast
as the blink of an eye, nothing was
for certain.
As I watched the reactions of those
around me, some seemed intrigued by
such characters. Othersdidn’t seem to
understand—they stood in a state of
bewilderment as the pictures flashed
before them again and again. As I later
learned, the purpose of the avatar
display was not to entertain or confuse
viewers but more so to celebrate the
complexities ofblack life and culture.
In its entirety, Self’s first solo
museum exhibition in the United
States did not disappoint myself nor
those around me. The lively, radiant
colors and imagery depicted through
avatar-like characters captivated
its audience and proved worthy of
attention. Upon inquiry, I could
not find a single person who was
disappointed in the exhibition—-
some appeared confused but
intrigued nonetheless.
The Frye Museum, consisting of a
wide variety of modern exhibitions
requiring utmost attention and
interpretation from audiences of all
ages and backgrounds, proves notable.
Not only is it free to all visitors, but
the modern space provides new
exhibitions frequently. Located a mere
three blocks from campus, students
should take advantage of such an
interesting opportunity to experience
the enlightening qualities of art
for themselves.
The editor may be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
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BREAD AND LOVE FOUND AT 85°C BAKERY CAFE
Taylor McKenzie
Staff Writer
There is a new source of sugar-
induced joy opening its doors in the
International District. 85°C Bakery
Cafe opened its fourth location in
Seattle on Jan. 18. Their new location
is conveniently located directly across
from the International District Link
Rail station, only three stops from the
Capitol Hill station.
85°C Bakery Cafe is a respite from
the cold weather—a pleasantly warm
bakery with the smell of freshly baked
bread wafting from the kitchens.
When you first step into the little
shop, you are greeted with a delectably
sweet aroma and the workersbringing
out fresh bread and calling out drink
names. Amidst the bustling workers,
a long and winding line of people
staring longingly at the cases of bread
snake haphazardly through the store:
In the display cases, delectable fluffy
brioche bread is lined against a case of
round lumps of coffee bread and the
shine of glazed choco buns stands out,
as do the petite egg and cheese tarts
located across from the bread cases.
“The brioche and marble taro
are the most popular (treats),” Sam
Hash, the general manager of the
Lynwood 85°C Bakery Cafe branch,
said. Hash has been helping the new
employees transition to working at
the International District. The sound
of bakers calling out “fresh bread” is
as endearing as the sweet smell that
grows stronger whenhot bread comes
out of the oven. 85°C Bakery Cafe
also makes an assortment ofbeautiful
cakes with fruit piles, glazes, and
powdered sugar. They do not seem as
popular, considering most customers
are overwhelmedby the sheer amount
of bread available.
The names ofthe treats, however, are
a bit confusing. In a surprising twist,
the Taiwanese bakery chose not to use
the traditional Japanese name for red
bean buns (anpan) but did use the
Japanese word for green tea (matcha).
Even more bemusing is the bun titled
“Hawaiian Chicken,” which attempts
to turn ham and pineapple pizza into
a savorymuffin.
In addition to the copious amounts
of bread selections, 85°C Bakery
Cafe offers an overwhelming amount
of drink options. By a massive
consensus, the most popular drink is
the sea salt coffee. To sweeten the deal,
85°C Bakery Cafe offers two for the
price of one sea salt coffee drinks on
their ‘Coffee Mondays’ Hurry to enjoy
this delectable treat before the deal
ends on Feb. 25. Their other drink
options include a variety of milk teas,
espresso-based drinks, and teas.
If you decide to check 85°C Bakery
Cafe out for yourself, there are a few
things to keep in mind. The first being
to prepare for waiting in long lines,
surrounded by the tantalizing aroma
of fresh bread and melting butter. It
is a small torment to be able to touch,
smell, and see the treats, but not eat
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A new branch of 85°C Bakery opened on 5th andJackson in the InternationalDistrict.
them whilewaiting in line. Do yourself
a favorand download the 85°C Bakery
Cafe app while you are waiting in line.
Once you get a taste of that bread,
you’re going to want to start earning
points to win free rewards.
The one major downside of the
bakery, besides the long lines, is that it
is not conducive for social gatherings.
There are very few tables and seats
available, and these are usually already
takenby the time you escape from the
line. In addition to the unlikelihoodof
85°C Bakery Cafe implanting itself as
the next popular meeting place, it will
also not become your next study spot,
not only due to the lack of seating, but
mainly associated with the fact that
they do not provide wifi.
Nevertheless, if you are a fan of all
things delicious and breaded, you
should definitely make it a point to try
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85°C Bakery Cafe’s delectable treats.
If nothing else, check out what makes
this bakery one of the fastest growing
small restaurants in the United States.
It has even been refered to as the
“Starbucks of Taiwan.” To put simply,
this bakery is where New Year’s
resolutions to be more healthy go
to die.
The sheer amount of options is
what makes 85°C Bakery Cafe stand
out amongst all of the other bakeries
located around Seattle and make it a
mandatory destination for any bread
or dessert lovers.
Taylor may be reached at
tmckenzie@su-spectator.com
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MUHAMMAD ALI—AN EVENING OF HIP HOP FEATURING JAHI OF P.E 2.0
Alexandra Carrasco
StaffWriter
Presenting at the Northwest African
American Museum this past weekend,
Oakland rapper Jahi presented a
powerful show that explored the
origin of hip-hop through exploring
the greatMuhammad Ali.
Jahi, orginally from Cleveland,
Ohio, is a memberof theAmericanhip
hop group, Public Enemy. He is also
acclaimed for his success in education
and pioneer of African-American
achievement. Public Enemy consists
of rappers Chuck JD, Flavor Flav, DJ
Lord, and Khari Wynn to name a few.
In 2014, Chuck D created Public
Enemy 2.0 (PE 2.0) with Oakland
rapper and humanitarian, Jahi, to
begin a new generation of the group.
PE 2.0 dropped their first album,
“People Get Ready,” in 2014. The
group infuses and contributes to the
hip-hop world through cultural and
political consciousness with a pro-
black stance.
Jahi, as part of his goal to share and
enlighten the community with his
story, travels the world to perform
concerts and share his experience of
hip-hop and its influence on the world.
For the presentation, Jahi focused
on black excellence and delved deep
into various influential people today
whilst holding the main protagonist
Muhammad Ali.
Jahi referenced an article from
The Guardian tht talked about how
the quickfire lyrical combat of rap is
akin to boxing, as the two go head to
head until a victor is determined by
dropping the hottest verse.
Jahi argues that Ali was the first
rapper, not only in the ring against his
opponents, but also outside of thering.
In the late 1970s, Ali stood as a public
figure, arguably more successful than
his boxing prowess, for his stance on
race, religion, and refusal to serve the
military during the Vietnam War.
The Oakland rapper, in supplement
to his presentation, showed various
clips from some of Muhammad Ali’s
speeches regarding the Vietnam War




“The number one greeting in his
faith is peace, as Salaam-Alaikum,
which means may peace be unto you,”
Ai stated in a speech on his refusal to
go to war.
In a brief change of tempo in Jahi s
presentation, he asked the audience to
meet and interact with one another,
to share what stood out in one of the
speeches Ali spoke.
I met a gentleman named Anthony
Collins and shared with him how
Ali’s focus on justice had spoke to me.
Justice in the sense that Ali had no will
to go to Vietnam to murder innocent
folk. The United States army treated
the Vietnamese people without regard
for human rights, similar to his own
situation as a black man living in the
United States. Ali stated “the real
enemy ofmy people ishere.”
Collins shared with me that he
was obviously intrigued by the words
spoken by Ali, but his main focus was
on the sheer fact that it was the 1970s,
and for a blackman to be on the center
stage while refusing to go to war,
preaching his ideas, all within a racist
environment, was truly impressive.
Jahi then called on to us to share
each other’s ideas with the rest of
the audience, in which he then
commented and added few points to.
He brought the attention back to
how Ai was considered one of the
first rappers. Through many of Ali’s
pre-fight disses such as “I’m so mean,
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I make medicine sick,” or “Joe’s gonna
come out smokin’, but I ain’t gonna be
jokin’, this might shock and amaze ya,
but I’m going to destroy Joe Frazier.”
Jahi preached that Ali is not known
specifically for his raps, but for the
culture and influence in which hip-
hop stands for. To create a message
through the lyrics, in which Ali proved
to do.
He then diverted the presentation
to recognize other influencers.
Recognizing Congresswomen Maxine
Waters and Barbara Lee, two women
that have been strong representing
California’s congressional districts.
Ms. Lauryn Hill, an American
songwriter and rapper, winner of
various awards including eight
Grammy awards, she also works many
humanitarian promotions such as
social media campaigns.
To conclude the presentation, Jahi
was asked a couple of questions by
the audience, one being “are there
any hip-hop artiststoday that shadow
Muhammad Ai’s influence?”
Jahi responded “No. However, I
can see Chance the Rapper, he is
intentional with community related
things. Kendrick (Lamar) is doing
more things than he is saying. He won
a Pulitzer Prize, that’s never been done
before by a black artist.”
Jahi continued to say that most
rappers only talk about getting money
and sex and he then questioned on
how rappers can get through all of the
noise to influence the community.
“Many rap sites always talk about
who’s going to jail orwhat Cardi B said,
etc. However, I have hope, hip hop
all together is building community,”
Jahi continued.
Jahi will be continuing his show
and can also be heard through Public
Enemy Radio.
Aexandro may be reached at
acarrasco@su-spectator.com
MARIE KONDO AND THE LIFE CHANGING POWER OF TIDYING UP
Kaela Takei
Staff Writer
Today’s mass consumer society has
people buying and consequently
stacking unnecessary products and
clothing items in drawers and on
shelves in an attempt to keep up
with current trends. This has caused
peoples homes to become cluttered
and disorganized. Thus, many
college students struggle to fit all of
their “necessities” into a cramped
dormroom.
Instilling the urge to take back
control and organize one’s stuff is
something Marie Kondo excels at.
Kondo is the celebrity of organization,
and professional tidy consultant. She
is also the author of New York Times
Best Seller “The Life-Changing Magic
of Tidying Up: The Japanese Art of
Decluttering and Organizing” and star
of the Netflix show “Tidying up with
Marie Kondo.”
The KonMari Method was
developed by Kondo, centered
around the idea of animism and that
everything has a spiritual essence.
Traditional organization techniques
are used under the assumption that
everything deserves to stay. One must
convince themselves that it doesn’t
deserve to take up space in your life
but rather has to have merit.
On the other hand, the KonMari
Method is centered around joy and
the idea that the thing that is taking
up space has to negotiate its right to
belong there.
She recommends to start by
collecting everything you own and
separate it into categorical piles. By
looking at the piles, you will start to
see, and feel deep in your soul, the
sheer amount of stuff you have and
how a lot of it is unnecessary.
She then instructs to continue by
going through each pile by picking up
each item, one byone, and ask yourself
“does this thing bring me joy?” Kondo
says if it does, you will know deep in
yourheart and body that it deserves to
stay, but if it does not you are able to
part with the item by thanking it and
kindly discarding it.
After the process of sortingintokeep
and discard piles, Kondo recommends
putting all your “keep” things back in
its rightful home, paying attention
to the animosity of your house and
the guidance it gives you to see what
fits where.
Kondo suggests that certain
organizational techniques bring more
joy than others, and to pay particular
attention to your instincts and how
they tell you to put things back to
ensure optimal control and joyfulness.
Kondo’s method can be specifically
helpful to college students, or people
living in situations with limited
closet and storage space. Having too
many things can causes clutter and
sometimes unnecessary stress into
your life. By cleansing your living
spaces and purging all the things you
do not need, you are able to live freely
and joyfully.
College students often struggle with
organizing and fitting all of their stuff
into their dorm rooms. Moving from
home where one typically has a larger
closet space and multiple storage
options, it can be hard to downsize.
Using the traditional organizational
techniques of finding reasons for
things to go can be difficult. It often
turns into a “what if” game.
On the other side of the spectrum,
theKonMari Methodleaves little space
for what ifs, and allows the organizer
to take a step back and really take in
and evaluate the worth and necessity
of an item.
Decluttering your home, especially
for college students, can significantly
increase space and help one feel more
comfortable in one’s room. Withoutall
the looming items, stacked on shelves
and inside drawers, students can feel
more calm and less crowded in their
own rooms.
Another motivational thought for
implementing the KonMari Method
into your life is how much easier it is
to move and store all of your stuff. For
college students especially, when you
have to move every year from dorm
to dorm, move things back and forth
from home to school, or store your
belongings over the summer, it can be
quite stressful, time consuming, and
expensive.
The less stuff you have, the easier
it is to pack away and transport. By
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having only necessary items in your
room while you’re living there, you
feel lighter and happier.
Kondo calls tidying magic, and her
KonMari Method promises that after
tidying carefully and properly, your
life will be free from anxieties brought
by worry about the past and future.
You will learnwhat you want from life,
opening a new door of opportunities
and allowing you to begin your
real life.
The after effect of the KonMari
Method is definitely up to
interpretation, and can vary based
on the person tidying. One thing is
for sure though, tidying up, whether
through the KonMari Method, or
traditional techniques, can be a huge
relief and help a house or living space
seem more peaceful and organized.
Kaela may be reached at
ktakei@su-spectator.com
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PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB: SEEING SEATTLE THROUGH A NEW LENS
Myrea Mora
Staff Writer
Taking photos is a beautiful way
to capture the moment and allow
individuals to look back on their
favorite memories. For those who
have always enjoyed taking photos or
anyone who is willing to learn more
about the art, Seattle University’s
photography club is now available for
all students on campus.
Joshua Scoggin, a first-year
psychology major, Koshin
Matsushima, a first-year pre-science
major and JP Hill, a first-year business
economics major began winter
quarter with a determined goal. They
were going to create a photography
club for all students at Seattle U
to take part in and express their
love for the art.
Scoggin began his journey in
photography when he was 13 and
began considering it as art last year.
Matsushima took a photography class
three years ago in high school which
sparked his interest and inspired
him to buy a camera and evolve as a
photographer. Hill has always loved
taking photos and got his first starting
camera at the age of ten, he then
upgraded to a DSLR at fourteen and
has not put the camera down since
“When I found out Josh liked taking
photos, I thought it was perfect, we
go out to different places to take
photos, and we thought, why don’t
we do this with other people that are
into photos?” Hill said. “Now we have
Koshin and 41 otherpeople who have
signed up so far.”
The trio expressed their love for
photography by going out and taking
photos frequently, visiting camera
shops, and attempting to connect
with other students who enjoy taking
photos. Scoggin and Matsushima
were parts of social media group
chats for people who enjoyed taking
photos, but they felt a lackofauthority
and willingness from others to go out
into the city and explore with their
cameras, so the pair and Hill took
matters into their own hands.
When beginning this journey,
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From the left, Co-President Joshua Scoggin, Head ofFinance JP Hill, and Co-President Koshin Matsushimafounded the
Photography Club here at Seattle University.
they went to the Center for Student
Involvement and they were instructed
to go to Connect SU to submit
their request. They were also tasked
with finding advisors who worked
on campus to support the group.
They eventually found photography
professors Wynne Greenwood and
Claire Garoutte to help them with this
part ofcreating the organization
Scoggin and Matsushima are Co-
Presidents and Hill is the treasurer/
head of finance for the organization.
They have broad and expanding
visions for the organization that will
take time,but for now, they are content
with bringing together as many Seattle
U students as possible.
“We want to create a community of
photographers at Seattle U by linking
together people who love to take
photos or want to learn more about
photography,” Scoggin said.
The club will have meetings every
other week, along with excursions
every week where members will go
out and explore Seattle together while
taking photos. Along with this, the
club will also hold one workshop a
month so that members can learn
more about the art of photography.
In the future, the leadership hopesto
work withlocal galleries to display the
students work and getting in contact
with local Seattle photographers who
can present at the workshops and
bring their professional experience to
students at Seattle U.
“We are going to have various
fundraisers, work with local camera
shops and local events to get our
photographers more experience
within the Seattle community,”
Hill said.
Hill’s goal is to work with the
community to ensure that students
pay little to nothing for photography
experience at local events and more.
Alvaro Vazquez, a first-year finance
and business analytics major, has a
class with Scoggin and signed up as
soon as he heard about it. Vazquezhad
previous experience withphotography
and thought he could learn more
about it through the club. He loved
what Scoggin proposed and is eager
to join this group ofphotographers in
their journey as a new organization.
“I had a camera a while back and I
am interested in getting better at using
it,” Vazquez said. “I was curious as to
why there wasn’t a photography club
and when I met Joshua and when he
told me about the club, I thought it
was a great opportunity to improve
my camera skills.”
The meeting dates are to be
determined once most students
complete a questionnaire that asks
on their preferences for excursion
locations, important topics students
want to cover, and information
on materials/resources to provide
for the students.
Students can log onto Connect SU
and search for the SU Photography
club to gain access to the form as
well as find them on their social
media accounts.
Instagram and Snapchat: su.photoclub
Editors Note: Scoggin and Hill are staff
photographers at The Spectator
Myrea may be reached at
mmora@su-spectator.com
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SEATTLE U SOFTBALL TEAM SLIDES INTO THEIR 2019 SEASON
Caylah Lunning
Staff Writer
The Seattle University Womens
Softball team is getting ready to lace
up their cleats for their 2019 season.
The team will travel to Tempe Arizona
for the Kajikawa Classic and face off
against Bradley University on Feb. 8
in their season-opening tournament.
Senior first basemanEmma Mitchell
put up some pretty impressive
numbers during her 2018 season as
she played in 17 contests as a pinch-
hitter, recorded four hits, and tallied a
total of two RBIs.
“We’ve put in a lot ofhard work over
the break and over the fall,” Mitchell,
a criminal justice major and political
science minor said. “I think we have
all bought into what the programs
all about and I’m looking forward
to coming out and dominating and
showing them who we are.”
The Redhawks are coming off of a
record-setting 2018 season. The team
won 33 games in total—the most
wins by a Seattle U softball team
since joining the Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) and becoming a
Division I program.
The team also came out victorious
against two PAC-12 schools, Stanford
and Oregon State University (OSU),
the latter of which eventually
made their way to the NCAA
softball tournament.
Junior first baseman Madison
Cathcart is coming off a stellar 2018
season as the then-sophomore set
eight school records including the
records for batting average, on-base
percentage, slugging percentage,
recording 19 home runs, 20 doubles,
53 walks, 39 extra-base hits, and
496 putouts. Along with these
school records she also ranked in
the top 12 nationally in these eight
categories as she ranked fourth in
on-base percentage, fifth in slugging
percentage, sixth in walks, tenth in
doubles, eleventh in batting average,
eleventh in home runs and total bases.
Cathcart was also the first Redhawk to
be selected to the NFCA All-Region.
Sophomore pitcher Shianne Smith
set the Seattle U program records
for opponent batting average and
strikeouts per seven innings.
Redshirt Sophomore pitcher Carley
Nance broke the Seattle U Division I
program records for strikeouts and
wins with 123 strikeoutsand 14 wins.
Sophomore outfielder Ally Choate
hit a school record of 42 runs and also
led the WAC in regular-season hits at
67. Senior outfielder Nicole Bolasky
stole 27 bases, also adding to the
seemingly endless record list.
Unfortunately, the Redhawks ended
their 2018 season early in WAC
tournament play, falling to Grand
Canyon University 7-4.
“They’re not going to be perfect yet,
but we strive for that every day and
they understand what the standards
are here and sometimes we don’t
reach them and sometimes we do.”
Head Coach Geoff Hirai said. “They
do a good job at bouncing back when
we’re not doing it right and riding the
highs when we are doing it right. The
culture and everything that we do,
we’re heading in the right direction.”
Despite their early exit in
tournament play, Seattle U had seven
players selected to All-WAC teams.
Making their way to All-WAC first
team was Cathcart, Senior pitcher
Andie Larkins, and Sophomore
outfielder Ally Choate. Then Senior
shortstop Maddy Kristjanson, Nance,
Senior second baseman Kaylee
Rae and Sophomore catcher Bailey
Thompson earned All-WAC Second
Team honors. These seven players
helped lead Seattle U with the most
All-WAC entries.
The Redhawks are ready for
redemption in the 2019 season but
will have to face tough competition
in order to do so. The team will face
off against PAC-12 schools including
OSU, Stanford, the University of
Oregon along with well-known
softball powerhouse University of
Washington (UW). UW is coming
off an amazing 2018 season in which
the Huskies made it all the way to the
national championship game where
they fell to Florida State University.
Seattle U also plays big names such as
Syracuse University, Oklahoma State
University, and Ohio State University.
Sports and exercise science major,
Kaylee Ree made 44 starts at second
base for the Redhawks during the
2018 season. Ree gives her thoughts
on how the team is doing so far
this year.
“This season has felt unlike any
other season. Not onlyare we talented
on offense and defense, I feel like we’re
very collective as a team. We’re really
progressive as a team, all at once. No
matter who we play, it doesn’t really
matter the name, we play to our level
every game no matter who we play.
We are Seattle U softball and we will
play at that level every single time.”
The Redhawks welcomed six new
players to the team. Five of the girls
coming in as first-years and one
coming in as a junior transfer from
Oregon State University.
Coach Hirai, who has entered into his
third year of coaching here at Seattle
U gives his final thoughts on the new
incoming players.
“They’ve done a great job. The
freshman are doing a good job at
understanding what we’re trying
to do and out leadership on our
upperclassman have done a good job
of showinghow we do things at Seattle
U. They’re all bought in and it’s fun to
be a part of?’
The Redhawks have a tough
schedule ahead of them. However,
coach Hirai and the team are ready for
the challenge.
“We are looking forward to the
challenge, I think that they’re up for
the challenge,” Hirai said. “They are
prepared, they are ready to go. It’s time
to figure out we can make that jump to
the next level.”
The Redhawks have their home
opener March 12 at 4:00 p.m. at
Logan Field against Northern
Illinois University.
Caylah may be reached at
climning@su-spectator.com
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The Redhawks played against
Chicago State University (CSU)
and the University of Missouri-
Kansas City (UMKC) this past
week at the Redhawk Center.
Against Chicago (1-4 in the
Western Athletic Conference),
Seattle University had a dominant
first quarter which turned into
the first win of the season. Seattle
held a 27-0 lead to begin, then
maintained a strong lead of 32-8 at
the beginning of the second quarter.
The Redhawks could finish strong,
with a 90-54 final score. Impressively,
First-year Courtney Murphy led
the Redhawks with a Seattle U,
Division I, record-breaking 33 points.
“Courtney is a pure shooter.
This is her sixth game back, she’s
been injured, so she’s still super
young in terms of lane experience,”




The Seattle University Men’s
Basketball team took to the road this
past weekend for two games against
Western Athletic Conference (WAC)
rivals. The Redhawks fought their
way to a 1-1 finish on the road, as they
retrieved their first WAC victory of
the 2018-19 season. The Redhawks
are 13-9 overall and 1-6 in WAC play.
The team traveled to Chicago State
University (CSU) where they came
out with their first WAC win of the
season in a dominant 75-47 game.
Junior forward Anand Hundal led the
way for the Redhawks as he exploded
17 points, following close behind was
Junior guard Morgan Means with 16
points, First-Year guard Ian Burke
with 12 points and Redshirt Junior
forward Myles Carter with 11 points.
Coming off the victory over
CSU, the team made their way to
20 SPORTS
Head Coach Suzy Barcomb said.
In their next game, Seattle faced
UMKC Kansas City (5-1 WAC) and
couldnot replicate theirsuccess against
CSU, losing with a 86-62 final score.
Junior Joana Alves led the attack
with 19 points and five rebounds.
The Redhawk defense showed
improvement as UMKC’s top
scorer in the WAC was limited to a
10-pointgame against the Redhawks.
Women’s Trackand Field
The Redhawks continue WAC
play next week, beginning at
California Baptist on Feb. 2.
Seattle U’s Men and Women
Track and Field competed at the
UW Invitational this past weekend,
featuring many of the fastest athletes
in the world ranging from
professional,national,and topcolleges.
Senior Cayluh Lunning, Junior
Renee Soliman, and Sophomore
Nicole Golba competed in long
and triple jumps. Sophomore
University of Missouri Kansas City
(UMKC) to close out their road trip.
Unfortunately, the odds weren’t in the
Redhawks favor as they fell short to
UMKC 63-54. This was a nail-biting
game, as the Redhawks were leading
47-37 with 7:32 left to play. However,
UMKC wasn’t going down without a
fight. They came back with a 13-3 run
in addition to 12 made free-throws,
sealing a UMKC victory. Redshirt
Sophomore guard Terell Brown had
a standout game with 22 points,
followed by Carter with 14 points.
The men’s basketball team is back
in action Feb. 2 against California
Baptist University at the Redhawk
Center with tip-off at 7 p.m.
Men’s Track andField
The Seattle U Track and Field team
made the trip over the 1-5 bridge
for the University of Washington
Invitational meet this past Friday and
Saturday, as they tookon top trackand
field teams from across the nation.
Michaela Moore represented in
the 60-meter dash while Junior
Siobhan Rubio ran the 800-meter.
In addition, Seattle U sent
two distance medley teams. The
A-team, consisting of First-year
Marie Therese Chahrouri, First-
year Chloe Deleissegues, Junior
Emily O’Hara, and Sophomore
Rachel Kastama finished in 12:43.92.
The B-team of Junior Thea Foulk,
First-year Rachel Van Liew, Junior
Lisa Cooney, and Sophomore
Elle Stein. The teams finished in
12:43.92 and 13:00.84 respectively.
The Track and Field team will
be competing next weekend at
Washington State University.
Women’s Tennis
The women’s tennis team competed
against PAC-12 University of
Washington this last Sunday.
The Redhawks were defeated 7-0
at the Nordstrom Tennis Center on
Sunday, but the youthful team utilized
The two different distance medley
relay (DMR) teams started the meet
off for the Redhawks. The first DMR
to the starting line consisted of Senior
Cal Davidson-Turner, Junior Steve
Brown, First-year Alex Franklin, and
First-year Ansel Pendley-Griffin. The
team clocked in a time of 10:35.37.
Next DMR for the men was First-
year Stephen Crocker, First-year
Lucas Milne, Sophomore Devin
Hasty, and Sophomore Kyle Kennedy,
who finished with a time of 10:38.37
Day two of the meet is when the
action picked up for the Redhawks.
Senior JacquesHebertset a new school
record in the indoor mile with a time
of 4:13.53, breaking the six-year-old
indoor mile record by .07 seconds.
Senior Eli Boudouris followed
close behind Hebert at 4:17.67.
First-year Isaiah Payne sprinted
his way through the 60-meter
dash with a time of 7.10 seconds.
The Redhawks continued to soar, as
Sophomore NathanPixler finished the
the tough match-up to improve their
form.
For singles play, First-year Alisa
Sabotic, Senior Lili-Ana Kreutzer,
Sophomore Kyra Jung, First-year
Martina Asciuto, Sophomore
Hannah Gianan, and First-year
Jillian Rasmussen were defeated by
the Huskies.
Notably, Sabotic fought UW’s Kat
Kopcalic, who is ranked 90th within
the Intercollegiate Tennis Association.
Sabotic. She would claim 3 games out
of the 1-6, 2-6 loss.
The doubles matches displayed
improvement for the Redhawks.
Gianan and Jung took three games
out of a 3-6 loss. Kreutzer and
Rasmussen took four games from a
4-6 loss against the Huskies.
The Redhawks next competition
will come against Whitman College
on Feb. 1 in Walla Walla, Washington.
Alexandra may be reached at
acarrasco@su-spectator.com
800-meter race, setting a new personal
best time of 1:54.75. First-year Stewart
Keene also set a personal best in the
same event, finishing at 1:56.92.
Davidson-Turner continued
the streak as he set a personal
best for himself in the 5k, by
posting a time of 14:54.43.
The track and field team are
back in action as they travel to
Washington State University
this Friday and Saturday.
Caylah may be reached at
clunning@su-spectator.com
GOALKEEPER ZACH NELSON JOINS SEATTLE U MEN’S SOCCER
Kristen Nielsen
Volunteer Writer
Transfer students face a unique set of
challenges when arriving at their new
university. New city, new classes, new
professors, new friends and for some,
a new team.
Zach Nelson transferred to Seattle
University this winter and will join
the Men’s Soccer team next season,
his junioryear.
Nelson transferred from Xavier
University in Cincinnati, Ohio though
he is originally from West Linn,
Oregon where he grew up playing
soccer for the Portland Timbers MLS
Academy Team.
Before coming to Seattle U, Nelson
was ranked in the top-20 players
in the Northwest Region by Top
Drawer Soccer. During his time as a
goalkeeper at Xavier, Nelson was a
crucial player.
Despite suffering an injurythat kept
him out for seven matches, Nelson
logged a team-high 1,229 minutes in
his first season.
Nelson made 38 saves his first year,
saving an impressive 68 percent of
shots against him. In his sophomore
year, Nelson suffered another injury
after starting in 10 games. He was,
however, able to make 42. saves before
his injury, saving 76 percent of shots
against him and logging another team
high of 917 minutes in goal.
Although Nelson was having a
successful soccer career at Xavier, he
wanted to return to the West Coast.
He visited Seattle U and immediately
took a liking to the players and
coaching staffof the soccer team.
Nelson, a criminal justice major,
eventually made his decision to
transfer for academic reasons. Seattle
U’s criminal justice program is
ranked in the top 50 in the United
States, something that sold Nelson on
the university.
Finding Seattle U in the first place
was not an easy process for Nelson. At
first, he was unsure of how to reach
out to potential new coaches and find
schools with programs that were a
good fit for him.
“I didn’t know about the portal.at
first, I thought I’d just be tossed out
there and have to reach out to new
schools,” Nelson said.
The portal refers to the Transfer
Portal, a system where athletes can be
contactedby other schools and teams
if they so wish, which is huge help
for transfer athletes unsure ofhow to
build relationships with new coaches.
An enormous stress was lifted
off Nelson’s shoulders when he
was introduced to the system and
he advises other athletes looking
to transfer to join. Nelson also
stressed the importance of keeping
all relationships with past peers and
coaching staff.
“They can be great assets in
the future.”
He also advises potential
transfer athletes to have plenty of
questions prepared when contacting
new programs.
“It’s a goodway to compare different
programs and players on the team
to understand the atmosphere of
the school.”
Nelson feels strongly about the
importance of a schools overall feel
and said his future teammates played
a large role in givinghim a sense ofthe
community at Seattle U and played a
key role in his decision to transfer.
“[Seattle U has] great staffand great
players; I’m looking forward to that
and where it takes us.”
The transition into Seattle U was
also made less stressful for Nelson
as his professors eased him into the
process, despite having been put into
winter quarter classes late.
“The people are very open, and my
teachers have been so much of a help
with catching me up on everything
I’ve missed.”
Nelson, like many transferstudents,
came from a school on a semester
schedule, meaning he also had
to adjust to the quarter system at
Seattle U.
“It’s a littlebit quicker here, I was on
semesterand you guys are onquarters.
The course load is a lotlighter because
I had six classes though.”
Despite thesekey differences,Nelson
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Zach Nelson is a new transfer athletefor the Seattle U Men’s Soccer team.
has had a seemingly easy transition
otherwise. After quickly finding his
place within the Seattle U community
and team as whole, Nelson has been
vocal with his aspirations for the team
moving forward into his first season
as a Redhawk.
“The guys are awesome, it’s a great
group, I’m expecting a lot out of
next year.”
Seattle U’s Men’s Soccer team has
a strong reputation to uphold, and
Nelson expects no less than for his
new team to live up to it.
With his consistent success as a
goalkeeper in the past and smooth
transition into Seattle U, Nelson could
JANUARY 30,2019
be a key addition for the Redhawks
next year.






The record 35-day government shutdownhas ended, at least
for now. After stating that he’d be willing to keep the govern-
ment shut down for “months, or even years,” President Don-
ald Trump came out on Friday to announce that a deal had
been reached to reopen the government until February 15. The
move, while still rather surprising, seemed to make sense con-
sidering the signs of desperation the President had previously
been showing. Fie had previously attempted to secure funding
for the border wall in exchange for protection of DACA stu-
dents; an offer that the Democrats immediately turned down.
Perhaps the most worrisome trend, however, came from
the President’s threat to declare a “state of emergency” over
the current “border situation.” Such a move would grant the
President 123 powers contained in statutory provisions, allow-
ing him to execute a large variety ifcommands all without the
check of Congress. The system is meant to allow the President
to act quickly during a time of emergency (we all know how
quickly Congress makes decisions), howeverPresident Trump
has already shown in the past he has little restraint for simi-
lar presidential powers and seems to suggest he would use it’s
granted privileges to attempt to “secure the border” despite the
Democrat’s opposition.
It almost seems like every now and then Trump discovers a
new presidential power in his arsenal that he can then abuse.
Remember when he discovered he could pardon people? He
then began pardoning his own administration left and right,
lateralluding that he’d be able topardon himself should it come
to it. While these powers may sound like a gross disregard for
our country’s system of checks and balances, it’s important to
note that they typically fall underresponsible use within most
administrations, this one being one of the exceptions.
Trump, however, likely understands there would be serious
ramifications to such a move. To say impeachment would be a
possible consequenceof self-pardoning or mobilizing the mili-
tary to “secure the border” would be quite the understatement.
That being said, the jury is still out on whether Trump would
ever be willing to follow through in such a threat considering
it didn’t happen this time around. That might change should
Congress be unable to come to a consensus once again by the
February 15 deadline. Trump called the possibility ofa second
shutdown“very likely,” signaling that the $15 billion lost in the
shutdown and the woes of millions of government workers
across the nation may not be over yet.
— Alvaro Vazquez, Volunteer Writer
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“YOU” PLOT UNSETTLES VIEWERS
Afterreturning to campus from winter break
and feeling the need to binge watch a new
show, I decided on “You.” I had seen memes
and tweets floating around the internet over a
mysterious looking show, so I decided to see
what the fuss was about and began about three
long nights of not sleeping at all.
I was curious what had everyone wonder-
ing how they could possibly feel empathetic
towards a sociopathic murderer/stalker from
a TV show and rationale his actions and
thoughts. What was even more frightening, is
that after finishing the show, I kind of got it.
The show is based on the exhilarating novel
written by Caroline Kepnes. The show reveals
another side of the classic boy meets girl love
story relationship. It does this by exposing
another point of view that many individuals
don’t really think of, which is narrated by the
stalker himself.
I recognized Penn Badgley from Gossip Girl
in the trailer for the show as he plays the main
actor (the stalker), Joe Goldberg. Joe falls in
love with a girl, Guinevere Beck (Elizabeth
Lail) who walks into a bookstore that he works
at. At first, I thought it was a cute concept for
a new show, I lovebookstores! However, as the
trailer continued rolling, I learned that this
was not a typical lovestoryand that now, there
is no way I will ever give my name to an em-
ployee at a bookstore. Ever.
After running into a cuteboy and having like
a two-second interaction with them, I might
find myself thinkingabout what it would have
been like to exchange numbers or perhaps just
talk a bit more. Though, there is no way that I
would have ever pictured that cute boy stalk-
ing me and analyzing my every move- or at
least not until I watched this show.
Badgley does an excellent job at playing
his character as he makes viewers guilty for
their feelings towards Joe. Do we feel empa-
thetic for him? Or are we disgusted by his ac-
tionsand thoughts? He is a man on a mission,
and he will let no one in the way of his future
with Beck.
When viewing Beck’s social media profiles,
he recounts how her social media settings are
set to public and states, “she wants to be seen.”
Personally, this made me throw up in my
mouth, but also, it quite literally terrified me.
I know plenty of people who are careless with
their social media and who may have posted
their address or even more private informa-
tion before and I wonder if they know that ev-
eryone, including people like Joe, have access
to this.
I read many comments stating that the show
made viewers uncomfortable with finding love
in this day in age because cyber-stalking is a
real problem that our generation is now faced
with. It was easy for Joe to rationalize his stalk-
ing and violentbehavior with his love for Beck
and his willingness to do anything to protect
her. It is terrifying to think that just about any-
one could be exhibiting this behavior.
There are many different opinions on the
show, but no one can deny that the show took
a twist and shocked many individuals with
its ability to show viewers what the mind of
a stalker might look like. However, it made
many individuals reevaluate their behavior on
social media.
Overall the show made me question the way
we conduct our lives on social media and hold
ourselves. I started cyber-stalking myself to
see what a potential stalker could have to work
with. Everyone has heard the term “whatever
you post on the internet is there forever, it can’t
be deleted,” but how many of us actually take
this into consideration? Have you ever googled
yourself? Are your social media accounts on
private? How much information can someone
get about you off of these accounts, and most
importantly, are you okay with that informa-
tion being out in the open for everyone to see?





Q# Hey Mama, I really want to get a tattoo but I think my• parents would be really upset. What wouldyou do?
A Hi!! My best advice would be to save money and stress• by waiting until you graduate college or permanently
•
move out before getting it. Ifyou’re dead set on getting
one, I’d get it somewhere that you can easily hide it until you
graduate or are financially independent. Lastly, be sure to pick
a good, skilled artist who specializes in the style you want,
you’ll have it on your body forever!
Q Know any good shows to binge? ttttl
A I’m not the best person to ask about television, but I• just finished watching Hot Date with my boyfriend. It
■ • was really funny and refreshing! Other than that, all of
my suggestions you’ve, probably haven’t heard of. Sorry, good
luck finding your new binge watch!
Q # You ’re a senior now... is senioritis real? How do you• handle it?
• So real. All you can do is drop a lot of your current
m responsibilities to try and keep up with schoolwork,
because you’re going to get a little stir crazy, ready to
get a job and graduate. For me, it’s been a lot easier to get
burned out when you're so close to the end and feel like you’ve
learned a lot of what you need to know for a job. I’m doing
. my best to care less about perfect grades and just focusing on
trying my best.
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Afew ofthe pieces in the “Tschabalala Self exhibit.”
